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1.Forward: 

This paper was wriPen in response to an invita4on by the Organizers of 
Umbaja Economic Forum, 2022, to be held at Hannover, Germany, under 
the theme of: “Democracy, Economy and Sustainability in the Era of 
Globaliza4on from economic perspec4ve,” during the period 22-25 
September,2022.  

The paper is divided into four sec4ons. The first sec4on 4tled: Democracy: 
defini4on, advantages, challenges and today’s prac4ce, discusses the broad 
concepts of democracy with a special men4on to the situa4on in Africa. The 
paper argues that although the democra4c system of government may not 
be the most perfect poli4cal system, but it’s benefits, advantages and 
overall returns to the individual and to society by far outweigh any other 
poli4cal system that exists today. The second sec4on deals with ‘Democracy 
and the Economy’. Here, some ideas are put forward as to how in fact 
democracy helps in boos4ng economic growth and accelera4ng economic 
and social development. The third sec4on, deals with ‘sustainability’, the 
linking factor. Most of the concepts rela4ng to sustainability are contained 
in the United Na4ons ‘Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)’ agreed in 
2015 for the period 2015-2030. Besides the specific objec4ves which the 17 
SDGs aspire to achieve, the overarching objec4ve of the SDGs is that 
development must balance human, social, economic and environmental 
sustainability. And this has led to the iden4fica4on of the ‘Four Pillars of 
Sustainability’ which are fully explained in this paper. 

The fourth sec4on gives a summary and some conclusions. And the paper 
ends up with a list of references and annexes.  

2.Democracy: definiFon, advantages, challenges and today’s 
pracFces. 

(2.1) DefiniFon:  

A democra4c system of government is a form of government in which 
supreme power is vested in the people and exercised by them directly or 
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indirectly through a system of representa4on usually involving periodic free 
elec4ons. 

Without venturing into whether or not democracy is the most superior 
form of government, 20th – century history and prac4ce demonstrate that 
democracy uniquely possesses a number of features that most people 
would consider desirable. Of these: (1) democracy helps to prevent rule by 
cruel and vicious autocrats; (2) modern representa4ve democracies do not 
fight wars with one another; (3) countries with democra4c governments 
tend to be more prosperous than countries with nondemocra4c 
governments; and (4) democracy tends to foster human development – as 
measured by health, educa4on, personal income, and other indicators – 
more fully than other forms of government do.  

Moreover, democracy fulfills some other vital requirements that contribute 
to improving human welfare. These are:  

1. Respect for basic human rights. 

2. A mul4 – party poli4cal system paired with poli4cal tolerance. 

3. A democra4c vo4ng system. 

4. Respect for the rule of Law. 

5. Democra4c governance, and  

6. Ci4zen par4cipa4on. 

Unfortunately, according to the NGO’s website, the World today is facing a 
‘Crisis of democracy’, with 37 per cent of the global popula4on living in 
circumstances that it finds to be categorically not free (Abramowitz,Michael 
J.). the situa4on in Africa is even more dismal. 

Using the Freedom Index, which ranks states based on the protec4on of 
‘poli4cal and civil liber4es and freedoms’ that individuals are en4tled to and 
receive, in 2018, it was found that the majority of Sub-Saharan African 
States including Sudan, Cameron and Ethiopia were ‘not – free’, while 
several others including Namibia, Botswana and Ghana were pronounced 
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‘free’. The laPer category were deemed democra4c, as they presented the 
hallmarks of freedom including upholding the values and ins4tu4ons central 
to democracy, such as the freedom to par4cipate in elec4ons (Abramowitz, 
Michael J.: “democracy in Crisis” – freedom House) . According to this Index, 
of the 54 countries of Africa, only eleven African states are listed as “free”. 
These are: Botswana, Mauri4us, Cape Verde, Senegal, Tunisia, Ghana, 
Nigeria, Sao Tome and Principe, Namibia, south Africa, and Benin. That is to 
say, only 20% of African countries can be regarded as ‘democra4c’ or ‘Semi 
– democra4c’.  

Of the other 80% of African countries labeled as ‘non – democra4c’, Sudan 
gives a most striking example of the failure to establish democra4c regimes 
in the country. Sudan has had 66 years since its independence, 55 years of 
them have been under military and dictatorial regimes. Throughout these 
years, but specifically more so during the 30 years rule of the deposed 
Omar Al Bashir, ci4zens were subjected to the worst type of treatment. This 
included:  

•Crackdown on opposi4on and use of excessive force. 

•Arbitrary deten4on and torture. 

•Malicious prosecu4ons. 

•Harassment. 

•Restric4ons and stoppage of the media. 

•Sexual violence. 

•Discrimina4on. 

•External and internal migra4on. 

•Barring key opposi4on figures from traveling outside the country. 

•Confisca4on of passports. 

•Confisca4on of property. 
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 The country had very liPle chance to implement or benefit from the 
poli4cal or economic features that democra4c regimes offer. 

(2.2) Advantages of democracy: -  

The very features of democracy discussed above represents clear benefits 
to the general popula4on. More specifically, democracy allows ci4zens to 
ac4vely get engaged and have a voice in changing society to become a more 
inclusive and more equitable one.  A society where everyone is respected 
and his self – esteem and dignity are recognized and preserved. And this, no 
doubt is a causa4ve factor for people to innovate, work hard and seek to 
excel. Moreover, democracy helps in advancing uniformity and equality 
among the residents of the country. In a democracy, the governments are 
accountable, legi4mate, and responsive to the expecta4ons and needs of 
the ci4zens. And under democracy, people are less likely to enter into 
armed conflicts. Besides, a democracy transi4ons power smoothly while 
establishing legi4macy. 

And in this regard, democracy avails the opportunity for the people to 
control their leaders and to oust them without the need for a ‘revolu4on’. 
This is an important outcome of democracy needed to build a prosperous 
future without incurring great losses for society. If we take the December, 
2018 Sudanese revolu4on as an example, and although it is regarded as one 
of the greatest poli4cal achievements in recent history in that it removed 
one of the most vicious and corrupt regimes in Africa through peaceful 
poli4cal protests, its cost has been extremely high.  

•As a result of the June 3rd, 2019 Khartoum massacre, 246 protesters 
were killed by the army and Janjaweed (the Rapid Support Forces 
(RSF)). Some sources put the figure as exceeding 600, the majority of 
whom are university graduates. 

•Since the October, 25th, 2021 coup d’état staged by Al-Burhan, some 
other 117 martyrs were also killed and more than 4,400 injured. 

Sudan has been deprived for ever from the services of those young, 
educated, enterprising, na4onalis4c and innova4ve persons.   
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(2.3) Challenges facing democracy: 

In a large number of countries worldwide, but more so in Africa, the 
process of democra4za4on which is taking prevalence in many other parts 
of the world, is facing huge difficul4es. As found out by Ibrahim and Farouq 
in their recent study (2021), ‘viola4on of human rights and absence of 
observance of the rule of Law, sit – 4ght power syndrome, absence of 
independence of the judiciary and lack of credible, free and fair elec4ons 
are major challenges facing Africa’s democra4za4on process’.  

Aper the collapse of the Soviet Union, many poli4cal scien4sts and many 
policymakers believed that authoritarianism was finally coming to an end. 

Unfortunately, this turned out not to be the case. Not only is 
authoritarianism alive and well in China, Russia, Central Asia and much of 
the Middle East’ – as Daniel Zibtat put it – but democra4c break down in 
Thailand and Venezuela and democra4c backsliding in countries like 
Ecuador, Hungary, Nicaragua, the Philippines, Poland and Turkey has 
triggered debate over whether we have entered a period of global 
democra4c recession. 

On the other hand, and this is true even in mature democracies of the 
West, unregulated decentralized market economies, which go hand in hand 
with modern democracy, may eventually produce large inequali4es in 
economic and social resources. Examples of such inequali4es are the 
salaries and benefits of women workers compared to men, and the pay 
level of migrants to those countries from other parts of the World. There is 
liPle considera4on to their level of educa4on, experience or ability to 
contribute. As a result, many of them con4nue to do marginal jobs that will 
not enable them to reach their full poten4al. Rich individuals tend to 
influence the poli4cal system to their advantage both economically and 
poli4cally. The extent of inequality was found to par4cularly increase during 
economic downturns when both poverty and unemployment were 
observed to substan4ally increase.  

3. Democracy and the Economy: 
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As we all know very well, the essence of the economic problem is how to 
make the best use of limited, or scarce, resources. All countries, rich or 
poor, face the situa4on that resources available to society, at any given 
moment in 4me, fall far below the demand for those resources in the 
context of the desire to achieve the welfare society. This, therefore, 
necessitates the proper planning of those resources, and the correct and 
acceptable priori4za4on of the needs of the members of society.  

In this regard, democracy is found to be a great help in the achievement of 
this important ini4al goal. Through the mul4ple execu4ve and supervisory 
ins4tu4ons of the democra4c government, together with the ins4tu4ons of 
civil society, the planning process is subjected to a number of checks and 
balances that guarantee both inclusion and efficiency in the alloca4on of 
resources. Moreover, these ins4tu4ons con4nuously strive to hold the 
democra4c government accountable for its ac4ons through calling for 
upholding the rule of law and the adop4on of more transparency. This will 
serve reducing corrup4on, fraud and misuse of resources. And because 
democracy avails stability, peace and jus4ce, these are vital and important 
pre-requisites for serng the strategic plan right down to the successful 
implementa4on of projects, no maPer how big or small they are. 

As for how does democracy foster economic growth, many writers on the 
subject suggest that this is done through cumula4on of social and economic 
capabili4es. They argue that democracy leads to economic reforms, higher 
investment, improved provision of schooling and health care, all of which 
support economic growth. An economy under democracy is more capable 
of being integrated in the interna4onal economy through the internet, the 
world financial system, investment, and trade transac4ons than under any 
other form of government. On the other hand, under autocra4c regimes, as 
in most African countries, the prevalence of wide – spread corrup4on, 
breach of human rights, shady deals in trade and in the management of the 
country’s resources barely leave any chance for the economy to be fully 
integrated in the world economy, thus depriving it from major benefits. My 
own personal experience as Minister of Finance and Economic Planning of 
the democra4cally elected government during the period April 1986 to June 
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1989, gives strong evidence to the above claims. During that short period, 
we were able to iniate and implement a number of policies that led to 
enormous successes. These included the following: -  

.1A complete reform of the public sector projects- the parastatals - 
which helped in turning them from loosing to profit- making en44es. 
This project was supported by the World bank. 

.2A comprehensive Tax reform system aiming to increase tax coverage 
and combat tax evasion, tax avoidance and tax fraud. This effort was 
supported by the Interna4onal Monetary fund (IMF). The striking 
result was that the tax revenue increased sixfold in the first year only. 
Big companies and high net worth individuals were found to pay very 
liPle taxes. The outcome was that we were able to remove the 
budget deficit and achieve a welcome surplus. 

.3We staged a na4onal campaign for increasing produc4vity and 
improving quality in connec4on with increasing Sudanese exports. 
This was well supported by the relevant players, internally and 
externally, and the outcome was a great improvement in the balance 
of trade. 

.4Another area which got aPen4on was the investment Law with new 
regula4ons and procedures that carry full encouragement for 
investors , were introduced. Given the overall posi4ve climate created 
by the normaliza4on of rela4onship with the Interna4onal Finical 
Ins4tu4ons, this triggered the start of the flow of foreign direct 
investment (FDI) into the country. The impact was immediately felt in 
an improvement of the Balance of Payments, which in the end helped 
in fostering economic growth.  

4.Sustainability: The Linking factor: 

In September of the year 2000, the United Na4ons Millennium Declara4on 
was signed which commits the world Leaders to combat poverty, hunger, 
disease, illiteracy, environmental degrada4on, and discrimina4on against 
women. The Millennium Development Goals (MDGS) were derived from 
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this declara4on. The MDGs were planned to be implemented during the 
period 2000-2015. In 2015, aper all due assessment and evalua4on of the 
state of implementa4on of the MDGs, a new set of objec4ves, the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), was put in place for the period 
2015-2030, as a universal call to ac4on to end poverty, protect the planet, 
and ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy peace and prosperity as a result of 
the achievement of the 17 5DGs (see Annex (1)).  

The most prominent feature of the SDGs is that they are integrated, they 
recognize that ac4on in one area will affect outcomes in others, and that 
development must balance social, economic and environmental 
sustainability. From this stand, the so-called ‘Four Pillars of Sustainability 
were iden4fied. These are: -   

1.Human sustainability: 

Human sustainability aims to maintain and improve the human capital in 
society. Investments, access to services, nutri4on, knowledge and skills and 
training are all programmes    under human sustainability. In the context of 
business, an organiza4on will view itself as a member of society and 
promote business values that respect human capital. Communi4es around 
the globe may be posi4vely or nega4vely affected by business ac4vi4es, or 
impacted through methods of produc4on or those used to source raw 
materials. 

Human sustainability should therefore encompass the development of skills 
and human capacity to support the func4ons and sustainability of the 
organiza4on, and at the same 4me maintain and promote their own 
wellbeing and the wellbeing of communi4es and society.  Under totalitarian 
and dictatorship regimes, countries suffer from serious, poli4cally – induced 
brain drain as a result of the emigra4on of highly trained or qualified 
people. This creates a huge gap in human capital in those countries and 
hence curtails their ability to grow and advance. The sad thing is that those 
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qualified people are rarely fully u4lized in the receiving countries due to 
various reasons. Many of them end up performing marginal jobs. Hence, 
the loss to humanity as a whole is doubled. 

2.Social Sustainability: 

Social Sustainability aims to preserve social capital by inves4ng in and 
crea4ng services that cons4tute the framework of society. Social 
sustainability focuses on maintaining and improving social quality with 
respect to concepts such as cohesion, reciprocity and honesty and the 
importance of rela4onships amongst people. It can be encouraged and 
supported by laws, informa4on and shared ideas of equality and rights. 

3.Economic sustainability: 

Economic sustainability aims to maintain the capital intact. If social 
sustainability focuses on improving social equality, economic sustainability 
aims to improve the standard of living of members of society. This can be 
aPained by maintaining high and stable levels of economic growth with 
equitable distribu4on of income. And the quality of that growth, together 
with its quan4ty also maPers. Furthermore, we have to make sure that we 
include what is now referred to as natural capital (ecological systems) and 
social capital (rela4onships amongst people) in our model of sustainable 
economic growth. 

In the context of business, it refers to the efficient use of assets to maintain 
company profitability over 4me. 

4.Environmental sustainability: 

In its most simple defini4on, environmental sustainability is the 
responsibility to conserve natural resources and protect global ecosystems 
to support health and wellbeing, now and in the future. 

It is well established now that human wellbeing is closely linked to the 
health of the environment. According to the World Health Organiza4on 
(WHO), 24% of deaths around the World can be traced back to avoidable 
environmental factors. People need clean air to breathe, fresh water to 
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drink, and places to live that are free of toxic substances and hazards. The 
responsibility for this to happen  is a joint one, that of the government, the 
individual, businesses and society at large. For businesses, it means 
commirng to environmentally sustainable prac4ces to help build thriving 
communi4es and secure future growth poten4al. Because many of the 
decisions we take today affect the environment in the future, the US 
Environmental Protec4on Agency defines Environmental Sustainability as 
“mee4ng today’s needs without compromising the ability of future 
genera4ons to meet their needs”. 

Preserving the quality of the environment involves purng in place 
regula4ons that deal with air pollutants, refrigerants, management of 
hazardous waste, water, soil, wildlife habitats and carbon emissions. 
Furthermore, as economic growth improves leading to a rise in GDP, so too 
does our energy use, leading to more polluted environments and depleted 
natural resources. Resor4ng to renewable energy in this regard, can help a 
great deal in preserving the environment. Due to the unprecedented levels 
of greenhouse gas emissions, deforesta4on and growth in energy 
consump4on, our planet is seeing the consequences of global warming on 
ecosystems and communi4es. Soil is the main source of the nutrients we 
need, but we have not been careful enough to help it con4nue that vital 
role. The Food and Agricultural Organiza4on (FAO), suggested 7 things that 
we can do to stop soil pollu4on: 

(1) Dispose of hazardous waste responsibly. 

(2) Avoid single – use plas4c. 

(3) Recycle. Recycle. Recycle. 

(4) Think twice before buying new electronic devices. 

(5) opt for co-friendly and reusable packaging when shopping. 

(6) Choose co- friendly gardening, cleaning and personal care products. 

(7) Compose your food waste.  

5.Summary and conclusions: 
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1. As per the theme of the ‘Umbaja Economic Forum 2022, Hannover, 
Germany’, this paper tried to broadly define and specifically iden4fy the link 
between democracy, the economy, and environmental sustainability. The 
three concepts were then linked to the ongoing efforts worldwide to 
achieve sustainable development Goals – SDGs. 

2. For the purpose of this paper, democracy is defined to be a form of 
government in which supreme power is vested in the people and exercised 
by them directly or indirectly through a system of representa4on usually 
involving periodic free elec4ons. The paper discusses the advantages of 
democracy, the challenges facing it, the state of its implementa4on 
worldwide and in Africa, and more specifically in the Sudan. 

3. Since society wellbeing is largely connected to the performance of the 
economies of countries, and how successful or otherwise they are in their 
u4liza4on of the resources available to them, the paper goes on to discuss 
the rela4onship between democracy and the economy. Through its 
extensive ins4tu4ons, democracy caters for bePer planning of the limited 
resources, bePer supervision of their usage with efforts to reduce 
corrup4on and increase efficiency and transparency. The net result could 
well be an improvement in the wellbeing of society. 

4. Then the paper endavours to tackle the issue of sustainability in the 
context of the ‘UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)’. It explains the 
impact of the Four Pillars of sustainability, namely:   

•Human Sustainability. 

•Social Sustainability. 

•Economic Sustainability, and  

•Environmental Sustainability.    

It is here that the concept of ‘Sustainable Development’, which con4nuously 
seeks to achieve social and economic progress in ways which will not 
exhaust Earth’s finite natural resources, is discussed. 
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In order to achieve sustainable development, governments, businesses and 
society need to harmonize three core elements: 

•Economic growth, 

•Social inclusion, and  

•Environmental protec4on. 

6.RecommendaFons: - 

1.The December, 2018 Revolu4on in Sudan has shown the absolute 
unanimity of the Sudanese people in their desire to have democracy as a 
system of government. Both the German Government and German people 
are requested to con4nue their efforts in helping the Sudanese achieve this 
goal. 

2.Democracy needs to be supported by a vibrant economy that is able to 
create jobs, par4cularly for the youth and women, help improve incomes, 
and increase the produc4on of goods and services. We would also like to 
call on Germany, given its strength and leading role in technology, 
industrializa4on and produc4ve capacity to help in purng the Sudanese 
economy along the right track.  

This should be seen in the context of mutual benefits, given the enormous 
resources of Sudan. 

3.Educa4on is a key factor in augmen4ng change and economic and social 
development. We also aspire to have Germany Lending a hand in the 
promo4on of this important sector. 

4.The Sudanese community in Germany could greatly help in facilita4ng and 
coordina4ng the German assistance in the different fields. 
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ANNEX (1): SUSTAINABLE Development Goals (SDGs): 

1. No poverty. 

2.Zero Hunger. 

3.Good health and well-being. 

4.Quality educa4on. 

5.Gender equality. 

6.Clean water and sanita4on. 

7.Affordable and clean energy. 

8. Decent work and economic growth. 
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9.Industry, innova4on and infrastructure. 

10.Reduced inequali4es. 

11.Sustainable ci4es and communi4es. 

12.Responsible consump4on and produc4on. 

13.Climate ac4on. 

14. Life below water. 

15. Life on Land. 

16. Peace, jus4ce and strong ins4tu4ons. 

17. Partnerships for the goals.   
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